Making the Case for Migrating
Healthcare to Azure
Migrate to Azure with confidence, with the help of Cloudticity

Why migrate to Azure with Cloudticity?
Microsoft Azure has helped thousands of healthcare organizations
migrate to the cloud, from enterprise provider networks and payers
to public sector agencies and technology partners all the way
to regional and municipal medical centers. Large or small, these
organizations experienced a number of benefits – from substantial
IT cost savings, to improvements in productivity, security, and
business agility. Combining the capabilities and experience of
Azure with Cloudticity delivers a complete and proven approach
for migrating to the cloud so that you can have confidence in your
ability to make your cloud migration pay off.

Cloudticity Oxygen is an Azure-native, nextgen managed cloud solution for modern
healthcare enabling a seamless transition
to the cloud. After migrating to Azure with
Cloudticity, Oxygen sits over your environment and its resources and functions
as a monitoring and optimization umbrella,
continuously scanning for alignment with
HIPAA, HITRUST, and NIST, remediating

Make your Azure migration pay off
with Cloudticity

any drift from best practices. Gain business
agility, high availability, continuous security,
and built-in cost optimization – while maintaining peace of mind.

Migrating with Cloudticity to the cloud is the first step to modernizing your healthcare organization and creating a foundation for rapid
innovation and operational resilience. With Cloudticity, you gain
access to a mature and proven set of tools and resources, together
with deep expertise and first-hand experience, allowing you to
streamline migration and then maintain operational excellence,
security, and compliance going forward.
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Navigating the migration phases
with Cloudticity
The migration process has three phases of activity: 1) assess and
build the business case, 2) mobilize including due diligence and
detailed planning, and 3) migrate and optimize. As you iterate and
migrate more applications, Cloudticity helps you drive repeatability
and predictability in processes and procedures and deploys Oxygen
for security, compliance, and operational oversight.

ASSESS

MOBILIZE

OPTIMIZE
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Azure migration readiness
assessment
Gauge the cloud-readiness of your healthcare business by completing the Cloudticity migration readiness assessment, which is
split into 2 areas of focus:
Business capability assessment
Business: value realization
• People: roles and readiness
• Governance: prioritization and control
•

Technical capability assessment
Platform: applications and infrastructure
• Security: risk and compliance
• Operations: hybrid and dynamic
•

The assessment will help to identify your level of readiness and will
be accompanied by a plan/proposal for your cloud migration journey
with Cloudticity. Learn More Today.
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Get Started Today
Schedule a free consultation to identify your level of readiness
for your cloud migration journey with Cloudticity.

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

